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Cornelia Vlaicu  

Independent Researcher 

 

Re-Visioning Deer Woman 

 
Abstract: “Evolution is a beautiful thing. To witness something grow, change, and move forward—is sacred,” says 

Patty Stonefish in her introduction to Deer Woman: An Anthology, a 2017 comic book edited by Elizabeth LaPensée 

and Weshoyot Alvitre. The Native works discussed in this article re-contextualize Deer Woman, a spirit found in the 

oral traditions of many Native American nations. They use literature and “sequential art” (Lee Francis IV) as 

vehicles for retelling old stories in a contemporary setting, have myth live on, and keep tradition alive and valid, 

rather than lodged in the past, “adding new layers of growth […] just as living trees do” (Bruchac 8). Non-Native 

cultural products continue to display the tension between “fixity” and “repeatability” (Bhabha 94-95) in the 

monstrous representation of the “Indian,” a product of the “wétiko” (cannibalistic) impulse of colonialism and 

patriarchy (Forbes 22). Multiple Native voices “revision”/“re-vision” (Osborn 261) Deer Woman to articulate 

criticism of the colonially-rooted construction of the Indigenous and employ her tricksterism to subvert static 

meaning and reclaim sovereignty. 

 

Keywords: Native American, sovereignty, Deer Woman, monster, trickster, “re-vision” 

 

 

Introduction 

Reclaiming sovereignty is the focus of contemporary Indigenous America's decolonial project. Back in 

the 1990s, Robert Warrior was writing: “If our struggle is anything, it is the struggle for sovereignty, and 

if sovereignty is anything, it is a way of life” (123). Warrior was arguing for the recovery of American 

Indian intellectual traditions, as the title of his book stated upfront. This was not about rejecting 

everything “outside of [...] [Indigenous] cultures” in response to the dominance of “the intellectual 

strategies and categories of white, European thought”; rather than an ‘either/or’ relationship, Warrior 

envisaged the Native “struggle for sovereignty” to be “a process of asserting the power we [Indigenous 

people] possess as communities and individuals” (123-124). Warrior explicitly declined to explain the 

meaning he assigned to the term “process”; it is, then, to be understood in light of his idea of 

“intellectual sovereignty” and of related concepts by other authors. Warrior's discussion of the work of 

Vine Deloria Jr. reveals “intellectual sovereignty” as a “transformative practice” (Cobb 127) implying 

Native “emergence” (Warrior 89). Deloria had called for “the return to Native ceremonies and traditions 

within a framework of asserting sovereignty” (qtd. in Warrior 88). The “traditional revitalization”
1
 

Deloria urged for was to be understood in terms of “American Indians [‘realization] that the power of 

those traditions is not in their formal superiority [to Western ones] but in their adaptability to new 

challenges” (Warrior 94). Deloria argued that power went hand in hand with the responsibility toward 

community: “The responsibility which sovereignty creates is oriented primarily toward the existence and 

continuance of the group” (Deloria, We Talk 123). A Native process of emergence is to be seen as 

everyday practice, informed by tradition, in the various, interrelated spheres of community life, 

                                                           
1
 Robert Warrior’s comment on Deloria’s work emphasizes the double role the latter assigns to tradition: a 

standpoint from which to critique the Native Americans’ destructive colonial past and the ground on which the 

building of a future is possible: “First, he [Deloria] contended, the affirmation of tradition provides the necessary 

raising of consciousness among those who have been taught that the ways of their ancestors were barbaric, pagan, 

and uncivilized. Second, tradition provides the critical constructive material upon which a community rebuilds 

itself” (Warrior, Tribal Secrets 95). 
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including the literary and artistic creation. This resonates with the concept of “communitism” developed 

by Jace Weaver, who explicitly connects it to Warrior's “intellectual sovereignty” and Gerald Vizenor's 

“survivance.” Weaver's neologism, which combines the meanings of community and activism, suggests 

Native writers' engagement with the sites of colonial(ist) aggression—land, (hi)story, community.
2
 

Contemporary Native American writers and artists revisit traditional narratives of their cultures, 

recasting them in present-day contexts. Their storytelling as decolonizing methodology continues, in a 

“(post)colonial” environment
3
 (Cheyfitz 3), a Native heritage of resistance to (cultural) dominance 

through “asserting humanity” by affirming “the connections between being human and being capable of 

creating history, knowledge and society” (Tuhiwai Smith 26). It also reflects (on) tradition's ability to 

inspire robust and empowering responses to today’s individual and community crises. The creative act is 

closely connected to sovereignty; storytelling links individuals to communities and communities to 

worldviews and their places of lived practice. 

This article looks at several non-Native and Native-produced cultural texts to explore the continuity 

of the colonialist perspective in the representation of the “Indian”
4
 and how contemporary Indigenous 

writers and artists recenter the Indigenous in their storytelling. More specifically, it focuses on the 

treatment of Deer Woman, a supernatural being found in the traditional narratives of many Native 

American tribes. While the non-Native cultural product makes Deer Woman a monster, thus evincing 

the colonial(ist) impulse of consuming the Indigenous, which Jack Forbes, with a concept familiar to 

several Native cultures, names wétiko disease, the Native works discussed here interpret Deer Woman 

as symbolic of the Indigenous worldviews, predicated on an inherent democracy stemming from their 

sense of “creatureness of all creation” (Deloria, God Is Red 89). 

 

Consuming Deer Woman: The “Wétiko Disease” Creates Monsters 

In an article for the Pioneer Woman Museum in Ponca City, Oklahoma, Keith Woodstock Fagan lists 

Deer Woman among supernatural evil creatures, along with West Virginia’s Mothman and the Jersey 

Devil. While Fagan refers to Deer Woman’s role in maintaining “cultural taboos,” he—very tellingly—

evokes the myth “[i]n honor of Halloween” and calls her “Oklahoma’s regional ‘Boogieman’ of choice” 

(n.p.). 

The movie Deer Woman, directed by John Landis and aired in 2005 as an episode of the Masters of 

Horror television series, follows the pattern of appropriating Deer Woman as a devilish creature in non-

Native America's popular imagination. It dramatizes the myth as the horror story of a shapeshifting 

monster who, in the guise of a beautiful woman, seduces and violently kills four men, including a police 

officer who assists in the investigation of this serial murder case. A truck driver, a businessman, and a 

storekeeper are killed, trampled beyond recognition, and tension builds around the question of who 

might have committed the murders. The attacker’s destructive force seems hardly possible in a person, 

and detective Faraday wonders: “What the hell could do that?” (8:49; my emphasis). A witness 

                                                           
2
 “Literature is communitist to the extent that it has a proactive commitment to Native community, including […] 

the 'wider community' of Creation itself. In communities that have too often been fractured and rendered 

dysfunctional by the effects of 500 years of colonialism, to promote communitist values means to participate in the 

healing of the grief and sense of exile felt by Native communities and the pained individuals in them” (Weaver, 

That the People Might Live xiii). 
3
 Eric Cheyfitz places “post” within parentheses “to register the particularity of the ongoing colonial regime in 

Indian country, where Native citizens of the United States are simultaneously colonized citizens of Indian nations” 

(3). 
4
 I use the word "Indian" here within inverted commas in acknowledgment of numerous scholars having shown 

that besides misnaming the Indigenous peoples of the Americas, it stands for an invention, its referent constructed 

in deliberate distortion of the Native, as Louis Owens suggests by using the tropes of the “mask” and “mirror”; my 

every use of the term within this article should be understood in this sense. 
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remembers the trucker had left Morgan’s Tavern & Grill with an Indian woman with “sharp features, 

perfectly carved” (10:26) and with yellow eyes, “like a deer caught in the headlights of your car” (11:09). 

The man makes lustful remarks on the woman’s attractiveness: “She was just a real sexy woman. One of 

those you’d look at and all you could think was—man, I got to hit that” (10:41–10:48). Detective Faraday 

discovers deer footprints at the crime scenes, and the killings are provisionally deemed “animal attacks” 

(11:54). The forensic pathologist discloses that the men had died “in a state of arousal” (16:19), and 

later finds deer DNA on the victims’ remains. While having lunch at the River Rock Native American 

casino, detective Faraday discusses the case with officer Reed. A Native bartender overhears the 

conversation, approaches the officers, and tells them the story of Deer Woman. At social gatherings, 

she:  

[…] would come out of the woods and slip unnoticed into the party. She’s like the most beautiful woman 

in the world, really sexy, built like a goddess from the waist up, but from the waist down, she’s like a 

deer. […] Oh, you know, she has deer legs. […] Anyways, she comes into the party and she finds a guy. 

She lures him somewhere secluded […] and tramples him to death. (44:37-45:07) 

 

No one notices her deer legs because she keeps them covered up, and, most importantly, she cannot 

be caught or killed. When, later, officer Reed returns to the casino to enjoy himself, a beautiful woman 

shows up, charms him, and Reed goes home with her. When Faraday calls to discuss their case further, 

Reed brags about the night's hot promises. Then he suddenly realizes he has not seen the woman's 

feet… 

In an article on Indigenous “indigestible bodies,” Jill Carter describes First Nations Two-Spirit artist 

Otsíkh:èta (Candy Blair)’s street performance outside the Center for Indigenous Theatre in Toronto, 

Canada. Blair was lying in the street, “[d]onning a blood-soaked bra and loincloth, and accessorizing 

these with requisite headband and feather.” The fact that “only one passerby stopped to express 

concern”—Carter comments—“is a disturbingly familiar story” (225-226). The Indigenous woman is 

ignored in her actual existence, historical and contemporary, her only visibility allowed within the 

framework of stereotypical representation, as Candy Blair suggests by naming their performance project 

I’m Not Your Pocahontas. 

When early travelers to the New World sensationally described “Indian” women to go about naked 

and “urged by excessive lust” (Vespucci, qtd. in Berkhofer 24), the evil version of the “savage” Native 

woman was born. Robert Berkhofer points to the dual significance of the term, suggesting a state of 

natural innocence, and also “referring to what was uncanny, unruly, raw, unpredictable, foreign […]. It 

included the unfamiliar as well as the unintelligible” (Berkhofer 30-31). The distorted image of the 

“Indian,” portrayed from the beginning in “benign and hostile” tones (Bataille 3), was incorporated into 

“the sacred story of America” (Wheelock 114)—a “saga” constructed along the lines of myth while 

suppressing and discrediting Native mythologies as primitive ways of looking at, and being in the world. 

It produced the “major supporting roles” allowed to the Indian: either the “antagonist, an enemy for 

people to overcome on the way to their destiny” or the “Noble Redman” (Wheelock 115) whose sense 

of freedom, distinctiveness from Europe, and connection with the American land were to be exploited 

by the colonial settler who “played Indian” (Philip Deloria) in order to build an “indigeneity” (Weaver, 

“Indigenousness and Indigeneity” 221) that stripped the Native of Nativeness and replaced it with “the 

mask […] of the ‘Indian’ Other” (Owens 17). Similarly, the Native woman’s representation shifted from 

the “Indian queen” carrying “implements of war and postured near severed heads and exotic plants and 

animals,” an allegory of the foreignness and hostility of the New World (“Indian Queens,” n.p.) to the 

“Indian princess,” an iconic representation of the American colonies, emphasizing their separateness 

from Europe, and a symbol of the “wild” land and people’s acquiescence to the American project, a 
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myth later perpetuated in the media.
5
 Such a career of the Native woman is a journey from Deer 

Woman to Pocahontas or, rather, a combination of the two, with the brutish and noble savagery 

ingredients blended together in variable amounts to achieve the flavor to best suit the mainstream’s 

interests and needs of the day. 

In Landis’s movie, the Native is constructed as a digestible body, the Indigenous woman’s “savagery” 

suggested in intellectual and sexual terms. She is completely voiceless but just smiles invitingly. She 

wears a long skirt to hide her deer legs and a single-buttoned top to expose her breasts (which she does) 

to the lustful men, who unsuspectingly get ready to “consume” her for her exoticism. She violently 

murders them for no apparent reason. What the movie offers for the viewer to consume is not primarily 

the nudity of the sexually objectified Indigenous body, but rather, the Native woman as a “monstrous 

other” (Thomson, qtd. in Carter 226). The movie resonates with the Indian captivity narrative, one root 

of the American Gothic,
6
 and seems to have sought commercial success by using the same recipe: 

“much of the appeal of Indian captivity narratives resides in […] that they are accounts of horrific 

violence […] and in some cases of supernatural figures and events” (Sivils 85). 

According to Charles Crow,  

 

[f]ar from being a footnote to our [American] literary tradition, the Gothic is now seen as essential to 

understanding our literature, and indeed our national project. The dominant, sanctioned history of the 

United States has been a narrative of […] progress. This narrative also asserts the doctrine of American 

exceptionalism, the belief that the country's essential innocence and destiny place it above the 

constraints and judgments of other nations and history. In contrast to this triumphant story, the Gothic 

is a counter-narrative, an alternative vision, recording fear, failure, despair, nightmare, crime, disease, 

and madness. […] The Gothic thus is the natural medium for the expression of our great national failures 

and crimes, such as the enslavement of Africans and the displacement and destruction of indigenous 

peoples. (xviii) 

 

An exploration of the representation of Deer Woman in John Landis’s movie as a contemporary 

Indian captivity narrative resonates with Cohen’s proposed “modus legendi: a method of reading 

cultures from the monsters they engender” (3).
7
  

Cohen argues that the monster is born at cultural intersections and “exists only to be read” (4). While 

monsters are to be interpreted “within the intricate matrix of relations (social, cultural, and literary-

historical) that generate them” (5), they encapsulate anxieties that always return in different forms and 

contexts. Indian captivity narratives reflect “the horrors of the American colonial project” and are “a 

literature of intersecting borderlands and failed repression, of a haunted national psyche, which […] is 

the cultural haunting formed by centuries of injustices against Native Americans” (Sivils 85). Deer 

                                                           
5
 For a discussion of the stereotypical representation of the “Indian” in Disney’s Pocahontas (1995), see, for 

example, Cornel Pewewardy's article "The Pocahontas Paradox: A Cautionary Tale for Educators.” 
6
 Matthew Wynn Sivils discusses how the Indian captivity narratives distinguished the American Gothic from its 

“European antecedents.” He argues that, “[w]hen we look […] for influences from the American side of the 

Atlantic, for texts that helped provide the ingredients for a new American take on the Gothic, we find we must give 

considerable credit to the Indian captivity narrative. This melding of Indian captivity tales, local history, wilderness 

environments, and select conventions of European works resulted in Frontier Gothic, […] not only […] a distinctive 

American literary genre but—as it slowly evolved into the Western—would come to embody the myth of America 

itself” (84). 
7
 Jeffrey Jerome Cohen proposes seven theses to orient a reading of cultures based on the teratologies they 

develop: thesis i) “the monster’s body is a cultural body” (4); ii) “the monster always escapes” (5); iii) “the monster 

is the harbinger of category crisis” (6); iv) “the monster dwells at the gates of difference” (7); v) “the monster 

polices the borders of the possible” (12); vi) “fear of the monster is really a kind of desire” (16); and vii) “the 

monster stands at the threshold … of becoming” (20). 
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Woman movie’s return, in a different form, to the theme of white America’s conflict with the “Indian” 

seems to translate an anxiety located at the basis of the settler experience: “one fundamental truth 

emerges: the white man knows that he is alien and he knows that North America is Indian—and he will 

never let go of the Indian image because he thinks by some clever manipulation he can achieve an 

authenticity which can never be his” (Deloria Jr., qtd. in Weaver, “Indigenousness and Indigeneity” 228). 

Cohen’s theses posit the monster as an imaginary embodiment of the mixed and the different. The 

monster’s “disturbing hybrid[ity]” is the reason why it escapes and returns to a liminality which is “a […] 

conceptual locus rather than a geographic one” (6). In Landis’s movie, the shapeshifting woman/ deer 

disappears into thin air, a monster that “always escapes” (Cohen 5), after detective Faraday fails to kill 

her by shooting her and hitting her with his car; she leaves the policeman wondering under his breath—

“Animal attack, huh?” Deer Woman defies boundaries of the normal (normative) in her shape and as a 

legal body, since she cannot be contained (like a criminal), and vanishes into the uncanny space of the 

woods lying at the limits of the city. The movie echoes the Indian captivity narrative by representing 

Deer Woman and, by extension, the Native as the inhabitant of the wilderness constructed in opposition 

to civilization's space. Cohen observes that “[t]he exaggeration of cultural difference into monstrous 

aberration” (7) results in the construction of the racial Other as abnormal, the deficiency “quickly 

moralized through a pervasive rhetoric of deviance” (10).
8
 In Deer Woman, the cruelty of savage Indians 

is suggested by quick glimpses onto the mutilated bodies of the victims, the contrast with the beauty of 

the woman and the innocence of the deer making it even more horrifying. The “Indian” is thus 

criminalized, with a gesture which revives the old image of Indian cannibalism, originating with 

Columbus, vividly imagined in Mary Rowlandson’s captivity narrative, and further transmuted into the 

hostile Indian type in later literature and film. 

According to Cohen, “one kind of alterity is often written as another, so that national difference […] is 

transformed into sexual difference” (10). In Deer Woman, the monster consumes white men who 

represent American values of individualism, entrepreneurship, adventure spirit, and success, as well as 

the black policeman—as sometimes happens in captivity narratives which “relate the abduction of 

African Americans” (Sivils 84); in this case, the black man is co-opted, a guardian of mainstream values, a 

member of the law and order force.
9
 The movie renders the Native as radical, unintelligible, irrational 

(the killings without a motive), menacing otherness. Deer Woman’s monstrosity resides in her (and the 

Indigenous woman's) outsideness from the normative national patriarchy. For all her voicelessness, she 

takes agency and becomes an abductress by turning the men’s sense of entitlement to (sexually) use the 

(exotic Indigenous) woman as the opportunity presents itself into a liability, thus becoming scary. In fact, 

she is represented as twice monstrous: an Indigenous “woman who oversteps the boundaries of her 

gender role” (Cohen 9), the two features overlapping; she is a “wild woman” (Van Dyke 2).
10

 

                                                           
8
 Cohen speaks of “transforming [the Other] into demonic caricatures” (8), while Sivils references “Indian captivity 

narratives [as] propagandistic in nature, relating in sickening detail torments levied by devilish caricatures of 

American Indians, who take great pleasure in horrendous acts of violence” (85-86). The constructed savagery of 

the Native was intended to “rationalize the systematic […] oppression of indigenous peoples” (Sivils 86) so that the 

“political machine of Manifest Destiny could push westward with disregard” (Cohen 8). 
9
 Officer Reed’s construction reminds of the trope of the deficient black man: his stupidity, inadequacy for the 

profession, and moral weakness are a source of humor. The fact that the movie is a comedy horror does not 

disguise its reliance on stereotypical racial otherness. I also allude here to how other contemporary entertainment 

products, namely Western-themed video games, perpetuate the myth of the American westward expansion as a 

civilizing mission of turning wilderness into a land of laws, for example, in the immensely successful Red Dead 

Redemption II (Rockstar Games, 2018). 
10

 For Annette Van Dyke, the “wild woman” is “any woman seen as being in control of herself.” She uses the 

“lesbian”—“the woman-centered woman”—not in sexual terms, but as a counter-metaphor to the “virgin”—the 
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The “fear of the monster is really a kind of desire” (Cohen 16). The sexual attraction Deer Woman in 

Landis’s movie has on men translates the fact that 

 

[…] the monster can function as an alter ego, as an alluring projection of (an Other) self. The monster 

awakens one to the pleasures of the body, to the fleeting joys of being frightened, or frightening […]. We 

watch the monstrous spectacle of the horror film because we know that the cinema is a temporary 

place […] followed by reentry into the world of comfort […]. (Cohen 17) 

 

Deer Woman renders the Indigenous woman an object to stimulate nightmarish fantasy, like Candy 

Blair’s comment suggests: “I was wondering if they sold Indian costumes for Halloween in sex stores” 

(qtd. in Carter 225). The carnivalesque serves to reinforce the normative. The “Indian” is used as a 

“monstrous spectacle,” with an understanding that “reentry into the world of comfort” from which s/he 

must be absent follows as soon as the movie ends. 

If Deer Woman cannot be domesticated—caught or killed, the Native bartender is assimilated, 

colonized in his mind;
11

 he is turned into a male Pocahontas—“the white man’s Indian.”
12

 He remembers 

Deer Woman from family storytelling—“[H]ere’s the story how my daddy used to tell it” (44:30), but he 

does not relate to it: “it's just a story" (45:10), and her “motive [for killing men] is not at issue here” 

(45:23). The movie invites the viewer to consume the Native Other(ed) in both evil and benign versions 

—Deer Woman and the bartender—and stimulates voyeurism as the gaze focusing back onto the 

viewing subject, a non-Indigenous audience “spoonfed” (Cook-Lynn 29) to the invented image of the 

“Indian.” 

“Monsters are our children. […] They ask us why we have created them” (Cohen 20). The 

construction of Deer Woman in John Landis’s movie evidences symptoms of the “wétiko psychosis” 

(Forbes 22), a metaphor Jack Forbes used for the insanity of colonialism and patriarchy. Landis’s Deer 

Woman displays the cannibalistic
13

 act of representing the Indigenous woman as wild, monstrous for her 

double difference, and offering her for (cultural) “self-serving consumption” (Forbes 26).  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                           

woman “under the control of men” (2). Her definition of the “wild woman” is informed by Native “woman-

centered spiritual traditions,” in contrast with the “Euro-American perspective of women as weak and submissive” 

(1). Van Dyke’s view resonates with Lora Tohe’s famous formulation—“There is no word for feminism in my 

language”—suggesting that, cultural differences considered, in Native American traditional worldviews 

“[f]emaleness was highly valued […] and all social institutions reflected that attitude” (Gunn Allen, “Who Is Your 

Mother?” 31). A "gynocracy" (Paula Gunn Allen's term) does not imply the woman's dominance, but equality 

between, and respect for persons and gender roles, rooted in recognizing each human and non-human's place and 

responsibility within the whole of creation. 
11

 Gloria Bird refers to “the successful colonization of our [Native] minds” to suggest Indigenous people’s 

internalization of colonial representations which occupy the space of Native authenticity and displace it in favor of 

a self-image of the Indigenous as “Othered and vanishing” (1). 
12

 This phrase is the title of Robert Berkhofer’s classic study about the appropriation of the “Indian” in the 

colonial(ist) discourse. 
13

 In his book Columbus and Other Cannibals. The Wétiko Disease of Exploitation, Imperialism, and Terrorism, Jack 

Forbes uses the metaphor of cannibalism—“the consuming of another’s life for one’s own private purpose or 

profit”—as the symptom of “wétikowatisewin” (24). The term, existing in several Native languages, names the 

human impulse to exploit and oppress another, a form of insanity that implies disrespect of the sacred 

interconnection of “all forms of life” (22). Forbes uses the concept to characterize colonialism and any act of 

defining (Indigenous) people, land, and women as wild for their difference, to justify physical and cultural brutality, 

thus seeing colonialism and male dominance as closely interlinked. 
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Re-visioning Deer Woman: A Figure of Native Sovereignty 

Deer Woman as a monster expresses the “eroticization and marginalization of Native women to fulfill 

colonial fantasies of power” (Lee Francis IV, Publisher Introduction to Deer Woman: An Anthology). Such 

a representation implies the objectification of the Indigenous woman in a manner similar to the 

interpretation of Indigenous land as a formless wilderness to be conquered and shaped according to the 

colonizer’s project. This process is equivalent to pornography in the sense of disjoining the body from its 

relationalities that constitute its personhood and turning it into a thing; “[t]he pornographic gaze of 

othering and colonization is all about disconnecting people from the land. […] What happens to the land, 

what happens to the water, happens to my [Indigenous] body” (Monique Mojica, NOW Magazine, n.p.). 

Native women’s struggle as scholars, artists, activists, and community members, whether they call 

themselves feminists or reject this label, is primarily about reclaiming the validity of Indigenous 

worldviews as knowledge, stemming from the lived practice of the connection between Native people 

and Native land. Wilson Bellacoola finds that contemporary Native American women are more 

concerned with survival than sexism, which they see “as an extension of the colonial pattern of 

domination” (17). Their struggle is primarily for sovereignty, and in that, they do not “necessarily [see] 

dividing lines between [Indigenous] women’s and men’s issues”; “a return to the old ways and a return 

of their land base are [their] most pressing concerns” (18). Paula Gunn Allen noted that Indigenous 

traditions were “more often gynocratic than not” (Sacred Hoop 17), with a reverence for the woman as 

“Creatrix,” rather than a “simple fertility cultism” (2, 27). The reclamation of traditional ways, which see 

gender roles and responsibilities in complementarity and balance, without the domination of either, 

distinguishes the political aims of Indigenous feminism. 

I borrow the terms “revision” and “re-vision,” on which Susan Osborn built her feminist writing class. 

While Osborn concerned herself with masculinist and feminist models “of conceiving the writing 

process” (260), I use the terms, which she also borrowed from other authors, to refer to the production 

and reading of the Indigenous as text. Following Florence Howe, Osborn sees “revision as an ongoing […] 

process continually employed by writers to make meaning of texts, both those read and those written” 

(261). She agrees with Adrienne Rich that re-vision “is the act of looking back, of seeing with fresh eyes, 

of entering an old text from a new critical direction,” which for women “is an act of survival” (Rich, qtd. 

in Osborn 261). Osborn views revision and re-vision as methodologies of meaning-making: 

 

Both […] revision and re-vision are processes of clarification, discovery, and recovery. […] Both processes 

require an examination of old texts, a repositioning of self in relation to the subject, and a reentering of 

those old representations from a new critical direction. […] Both processes require a transformation in 

accustomed ways of thinking and involve not just a crossing out of old words, but the development of 

new concepts, new relational paradigms, new symbolic solutions that make meaning of our experience. 

(Osborn 261)  

 

Along these lines, Deer Woman, as represented in the works discussed below, is a figure of 

Indigenous recovery of sovereignty in the textual space. Their authors “re-vision” Deer Woman by re-

contextualizing traditional tales in contemporary settings and “re-activat[ing her] from her traditional 

places in Native oral stories and her encoded, visual representations in petroglyphs, winter counts, 

birchbark scrolls, and animal hides to envision […] healing from ongoing legacies” (Anderson 317) of 

violence against Indigenous land and people. 

If the Native bartender in the Deer Woman movie claims there is no motive for her violent 

intervention, or that it is pointless to look for one, Carolyn Dunn explains that in the Indigenous 

traditions that have her, Deer Woman is one of the Little People, spirits whose role is to “keep us in line” 

precisely because they “can be sinister,” with a monstrous dimension. The Deer Woman’s myth—where 

“myth” does not “connote falsehood,” but a way of being in the world, transmitted through oral 
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storytelling—has to do with courtship, marriage, and gender roles and responsibilities within the 

community “in order for cultural survival and regeneration.” Deer Woman’s “tales are morality 

narratives.” The Little People, Carolyn Dunn says, “teach us to do just that: use our power in a good way 

or else we will be lost” (“Deer Woman and the Living Myth of Dreamtime” n.p.). In the context of 

traditional Indigenous thought, Deer Woman as a "vehicle of prohibition" (Cohen 15) functions to 

prevent (sexual) transgression which would abuse the principle of respect for all beings, rooted in the 

sense of what Deloria called “creatureness,” the status of humans and non-humans having proceeded 

from the same creational act. Selfishness, expressed in sexual terms in Deer Woman stories, damages 

the community’s well-being. 

The story “Deer Woman” by Paula Gunn Allen begins abruptly: “Two young men were out snagging 

one afternoon” (17). The story is marked by the paratactic formulation of the traditional oral 

storytelling, which leaves it to the audience to link cause to effect and understand the lesson. Ray and 

Jackie cruise about the area in their car, enter a bar and “lift a few beers” (17), then meet another 

Native man who asks them if they are headed to the stomp dance; they answer in the affirmative, 

“though truth to tell, they hadn’t known there was a stomp dance in the area that night” (17). They 

commit two violations of the traditional ways: one is “snagging”—approaching women for the sole 

purpose of a sexual affair, objectifying them in this manner; the other is their attitude to the stomp 

dance, a ceremony with religious and social functions practiced in the “contact zone”
14

 (Pratt 8) after the 

Muscogee Green Corn Ceremony was banished by the government as a “heathen” ritual. The young 

men attend it just for entertainment—“They were among their own, and they were satisfied with their 

lives and themselves” (18)—disregarding the ceremonial. They spot two beautiful women dancing, and 

"something about them—something elusive—made Ray shiver with a feeling almost like recognition, 

and at the same time, like dread” (18). It is the fear and fascination
15

 involved in the encounter with the 

sacred, which ceremony is about, and which the two men so casually ignore. As Linda and Junella 

approach the men and ask for a ride, the roles are reversed: the women “snag” the men, who are so 

elated that they quickly dismiss the fugitive image of deer feet. Ray is amazed by his “untypical 

pliability” (19) to the women's requests but does not realize that he and Jackie are being taught a lesson 

in gender balance and that ceremony is about restoring balance. 

The women lead Ray and Jackie to a strange place in the forest, populated—very appropriately 

because they are suggested to be spirits—by “people whose faces never seemed to come quite into 

focus” (22). A man who “seemed ancient” (21) appears, accompanied by thunder rumbling. Ray and 

Jackie fail to recognize the Thunder of traditional stories, with whom the people have a sacred covenant 

from mythical time, and whose intervention—which Kurt Russow argues is based on the principle of 

reciprocity governing the universe in Native worldviews—is intended to restore the right kind of 

relationships. The older man introduces the women as his nieces, and the young men rediscover them 

for who they are: “Their long, flowing hair was gone, and their heads shone in the soft light that filled 

the area allowing distant features to recede into its haze. […] Their dark eyes seemed huge and luminous 

against skin that somehow gave off a soft radiance. Seeing them, both men were nearly overcome with 

fear” (21-22). 

The women resemble ceremonial masks, and their otherworldliness shakes the men’s colonized 

minds, which content themselves with shadowy lives of alcoholism and dismissal of traditional ways. 

The older man invites Ray and Jackie to play baseball, a detail which suggests that the traditional can 

                                                           
14

 Pratt’s concept of “contact zone” is well-known; it refers to the space of cultural intersections which colonialism 

created and which involves "copresence, interaction," improvisation, "often within radically asymmetrical relations 

of power" (8). 
15

 I am using here Rudolf Otto’s concepts (mysterium tremendum, mysterium fascinans) in his analysis of the 

sacred. 
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coexist with the contemporary, and indeed it must—for the Native to rebuild a meaningful existence. 

Ray falls asleep and wakes up in plain daylight, outside the mysterious place he had visited, to see one of 

the women holding Jackie’s wristwatch out to him—a reminder of this spiritual journey from which 

Jackie does not return to the world governed by time. We learn that Jackie might have come home with 

one of the two women as his wife, they might have separated, and it appears that he became an 

alcoholic and might have died for having failed to keep the secret about the encounter with Deer 

Woman. Ray’s remark—“Maybe those old guys know something, eh?”—made “with a look somehow 

wounded and yet with a kind of wild hope mixed in” (24) reveals the story of the Deer Woman as valid in 

its fundamental teaching, if not literally true. 

Paula Gunn Allen’s story offers a “revision” of the Deer Woman myth resonant with Linda Tuhiwai 

Smith’s concepts of “rewriting and rerighting” (28) the Native. Hers is a narrative of ceremonial 

recovery, for Ray reconnects with cultural traditions to which he had “never paid much attention” (24) 

before. Gunn Allen subverts the “Indian” (as old) text by exposing the colonialist-patriarchal 

“wétikowatisewin” to be responsible for the decay of Native masculinity through internalization of the 

image of the savage “Indian” who must vanish from history, resulting in a deleterious complacency with 

this othered identity, as well as for the “gynocidal assaults” (Gunn Allen, Sacred Hoop 25) on Indigenous 

women. Retold in a contemporary context, the story claims a new validity for “the way of our 

grandmothers” (Sacred Hoop 24) and is thus an instance of tricksterism, resonant with Harry Fonseca’s 

representation (in the Juggler IV, 1988 painting) of Coyote as a juggler, in a clown’s outfit, in a bar 

setting, maintaining the balance of objects and movement in dance.
16

 The trickster, in Gerald Vizenor’s 

interpretation, is a figure of resistance and “survivance”—survival and presence, a ”liberator and healer” 

(Narrative Chance 187). To him, the trickster is not an actual character, but rather “a semiotic sign”—a 

way of making sense, which “summons agonistic imagination” against “tragic terminal creeds” (188) and 

signifies “chance” (189). 

Jonathan Thunder represented Deer Woman as a trickster in his painting Deer Woman Gets a 

Manicure
17

—in a contemporary outfit and showing her freshly-painted nails, against a background of 

intersecting vegetal stalks carrying ladybugs, to suggest regeneration and new significances. He also did 

some of the art in Deer Woman: An Anthology—a collection of stories by established and emerging 

Indigenous artists in response to the multiple abuse Native American women suffer in the form of rape, 

domestic violence, and trafficking in persons, a continued “gynocide” through the objectification of the 

“wild Indian” woman for wétiko consumption. A staggering number of cases go unnoticed and/ or 

unpunished.
18

 The collection combines the “oral impulse” and the “graphic impulse” (Teuton, Deep 

Waters, n.p.), which have always coexisted within the Native traditions, and use the non-Native medium 

                                                           
16

 Maidu painter Harry Fonseca’s Coyote series represent this mythical character in line with its traditional type of 

energy: “one can only survive in a chaotic and often adverse universe by the use of subversive intelligence and the 

cathartic power of laughter” (Castillo 8). The trickster is hybrid, questions and transgresses established borders, 

binaries, and hierarchies; it challenges the orderly and the static. A figure of renewal, the trickster Coyote appealed 

to Fonseca’s sense of re-indigenizing the Indigenous in a non-traditional, urban, “off the rez” setting: “My Coyote 

paintings are, for me, the most contemporary statements I have made in regard to traditional beliefs and 

contemporary reality” (Fonseca, in Confluences of Tradition and Change/ 24 American Indian Artists. Davis: 

University of California, 1981, qtd. on Heard Museum Guild’s website—https://www.heardguild.org/thats-way-

like-label-copy/); the painting can be viewed at  

http://www.harryfonseca.com/Coyotes/Coyotes/juggler%20IV.html  
17

 The painting can be viewed at https://thunderfineart.com/index.php/127-2/. Accessed: 3 June 2021. 
18

 For a discussion of these contemporary realities and of the Indigenous literary/ symbolic and practical responses 

to them, see, for example, Joshua T. Anderson's article quoted in this paper. 
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of the comic book to claim a space of signification in which the “critical impulse” (Teuton) works to 

challenge the imagery and authority of the dominant cultural discourse.
19

 

In “Deer Woman: A Vignette” (writer Elizabeth LaPensée, artist Jonathan R. Thunder), the Native 

victim of rape and human trafficking not only refuses the status of the victim—a “terminal creed” in 

Vizenor's language—but turns against the aggressors of other women, casting the shadow of Deer 

Woman whose destructive/creative ambivalence transmutes agony into regeneration: “In that one 

moment when it’s already too late, what could I do? Survive. Transform. So that it never happens again. 

To anyone” (n.p.). She directs her deer eye toward the aggressor and viewer(s), holding them in her 

gaze, refusing to be transformed into a digestible body. After she kills a sexual predator, she is 

represented facing the reader against a cracked wall with freshly grown vegetation and a ladybug, its 

color matching the red of blood in previous panels, as if ready to raise her arms and hold the whole 

world in a redeeming embrace. 

In “Mama” (art and story by Jackie Fawn), inspired by the life of Julie “Mama Julz” Richards, the 

Lakota founder of the Mothers Against Meth Alliance, we see a woman saved from the hands of a drug 

dealer by a family—a harsh mother and her adult children. As they return the woman to her home, we 

realize that this victim is actually the Deer Woman, whose classic story inspires contemporary woman 

warriors; when her sister comes out to welcome her, we see their deer legs and antlers, and the former 

victim says: “I’m fine sis. Just out on patrol with some wolves.” Deer Woman inspires awareness and 

regenerative action to counter the ravages of substance abuse, which are effects of, and ways to cope 

with the regime of Other-ing the Indigenous as “savage”
20

: “When we, as marginalized Others, 

internalize and portray our inferiority […], we become a sort of ‘self-fulfilling prophecy,’ as we provide 

the dominant culture with evidence to support our continued objectification, disempowerment, and 

exploitation” (Poupart 90). 

The fact that Mama and her children participate in what seems to be one of the 2016 protests 

against the Dakota Access pipeline on the Standing Rock reservation in North Dakota suggests how the 

Deer Woman symbolism links, like Monique Mojica (quoted above) argued, the politics of the 

Indigenous body and the politics of land. Regaining sovereignty means re-placing both within the Native 

traditional web of respectful connections. 

                                                           
19

 Teuton criticizes the orality/literacy binary in which Indigenous cultures occupy the lesser position for being 

characterized as “oral.” He relies on Cherokee stories to claim that orality is not a sign of primitivism but a 

conscious cultural choice that preserves the group's democratic, collective meaning-making. He also uses Derrida’s 

“critique of logocentrism,” which Barbara Johnson views as reflective of “an unacknowledged, or ‘repressed,’ 

graphocentrism” (qtd. in Teuton) to deconstruct “ideologically loaded binaries that privilege the West and 

denigrate the Indigenous Other.” Teuton develops “a theory of Indigenous signification that values both oral and 

graphic means of recording thought, but privileges neither.” The oral impulse “refers to the way texts invoke the 

cultural values that are expressed in oral discursive systems; it emphasizes a relational and experiential 

engagement with the world through sound-based forms of communication.” The graphic impulse “expresses the 

cultural desire for the permanent recording of cultural knowledge in formats that will allow for recollection and 

study.” The critical impulse is that which disrupts stagnant meanings, it “is always balancing but never creating a 

static balance. […] [I]t is precisely when things seem stable, seem natural, that they must be questioned […]. The 

critical impulse arises out of a context of community consciousness, and it responds to the oral and graphic 

communicative needs of a community for survival” (emphasis in the original). 
20

 The poem “Deer Dancer” by Joy Harjo reflects the “(post)colonial” trauma of being Indigenous: “We were Indian 

ruins. […]/ This is the bar of broken survivors, the club of the shotgun, knife wound, of poison by culture” (In Mad 

Love and War 5). In Harjo’s poem, the woman’s dance on the bar tables resembles the trickster’s way of breaking 

its way out of stagnant meanings; through her dance, Deer Woman—“[t]he woman inside the woman who was to 

dance naked in the bar of misfits blew deer magic” and, as she “became human,” she redeems the Native to 

humanity, by imagining “the ancestors who never left” (Harjo, 5-6). 
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In other stories, such as “Dog Woman” or “Wives,” the protagonists bear the scars of past violent or 

insidious abuse. The women—represented as “honest-to-God-witch” (in “Dog Woman”) or “pierced 

with arrows of [...] microaggressions” (in “Wives,” a story of a couple of Two-Spirit newlyweds) for their 

difference read as signs of “wild” womanhood—use Deer Woman’s regenerative energy to comfort and 

protect other victims of daily cruelty, regardless of their race. 

 

Conclusion 

The Native works discussed here carry, in story or visual art, the meaning of Indigenous warriorship—

recovering sovereignty. The contemporary versions of Deer Woman are warriors in the sense Taiaiake 

Alfred explains the concept of Wasasé—the original people’s way of war—one for “the recognition and 

respect of […] one’s place in Creation and awareness of one’s place in a circle of integrity. Our [Native 

people’s] goal […] means finding ways to restore the connections that define indigenous consciousness 

and ways of being” (Alfred, n.p.). While stereotype still informs representations of the Indigenous in 

non-Native cultural products, exposing the tension between “fixity” and “repeatability” (Bhabha 94-95) 

in the construction of the colonized, the Native works inspired by Deer Woman’s tricksterism render her 

a figure of protest, empowerment, and recovery, and revise the Indigenous (as) text, subvert static 

meanings, and invent new significations. 
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